
Plug 'n Power® in -wall modules and controllers.
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Remote
wall switch
Installs in minutes with
simple 2 -wire hookup.
Replaces your regular light
switch to accept commands
from any Plug 'n Power
controller or timer. Turn
on/off, dim, or brighten
any overhead incandescent
light. Still provides manual
operation of lights. Rated 500
watts max. 61-2683.. 12.99

Fluorescent light
controller switch
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With this wall -mounted
controller, you'll be able to
turn off/on fluorescent
lighting remotely. It also
works on high -wattage
incandescent lighting,
where dimming is not
allowed. Rated 15A.
980-0868 64.99

Switch/dimmer
controller
Provides full -range manual
dimming and switching
capabilities. Controls a
single Plug 'n Power light
module or a group of
modules. For incandescent
lighting only.
980-0871 59.99
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Control lights and appliances
by remote
Turn multiple lights or appliances on/off with one
remote. Add more plug-in modules to control up to
16 devices. Remote requires 4 "AAA" batteries. UL
listed. 61-2576 39.99

Remote
wall outlet
No better way to turn on/
off hard -to -reach !amps and
appliances! Simple to install-
replaces an existing wall outlet.
One socket responds to
commands from a Plug 'n Power
controller/timer, the other is a
standard AC socket. 15 -amp
rating. 61-2685 15.99
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3 -way wall switch module
Ideal for hallway and patio lighting. Allows you to control
any light that's operated by two or more switches. You can
use it to replace any existing standard wall switches. Rated
500W (incandescent). Includes built-in dimming capability.
Size: 4x 13/4x 13/,.. 980-0194 19.99
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4 -way companion switch
Slave switch for use with the wall switch module above to
produce a three-way wall switch. Push-button for manual
control-allows you to turn a light on or off at the touch of
a button on either switch. You can also control module
remotely whether it's turned off or on locally.
980-0195 7 99

More Control
Right at Your
Fingertips
Take control of lights, TVs, a security system,

automatic drapes, and much more! These

wired -type in -wall controllers work with

Plug 'n Power modules to help you automate

your home. And, you'll get a customized look-

most items on this page wire directly into most

standard electrical boxes to replace your

existing wall switches.

Problem solvers

Signal bridge
coupling
Ensures that your Plug 'n Pow
signals are strong throughot
your home. 120/240V
980-0869 59.9

ioe
- Nor Noise block

Can be wired on load sid
to cut any electrical nois
from remote modules, log
voltage ballasts or an
noise -generating sources.
980-0866 39.9!

Plug-in
noise filter
Helps eliminate annoyin!
electrical noise that ma
interfere with Plug 'n Powe
signals. Installs betweel
outlet and "offending
electrical appliance, such a
a refrigerator.
980-0867 39.9!


